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We study the minimization of the long run average cost for a family of reflected 
ditlusion processes when the control is to switch from one process to another one. 
This leads to solving the ergodic problem for a system of quasi-variational 
inequalities with Neumann boundary conditions. This problem is studied as the 
limit of the discounted case when the discount factor goes to zero. ‘1‘ 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
We.consider the optimal control of a family of diffusion processes when 
the control is to switch from one process to another one. A fixed cost is 
paid at each switching time. The total cost is a long run average of the 
form 
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where u(t) is the index of the active process at time t, (z,)~~ r the sequence 
of switching times, yj(r) the state of the ith process, k the switching cost, 
f(x,Z) =f’(x) a given operating cost rate, and xr,< T the indicator function 
of the set (zZ < T}. 
The corresponding a-discounted cost is 
-“tf( y”(‘)( t), u(t)) dt + k C e-“‘I 
i2 I > 
u(0) = I 
(conditioned on the initial value u(0) = 1 and y”‘o’(O) = x). 
This problem is described in A. Bensoussan and J. L. Lions [3], 
Y. C. Liao [16], and I. Capuzzo-Dolcetta and L. C. Evans [9] for the 
deterministic case. 
The dynamic programming conditions for the optimal cost function 
u’(x) = inf J.:(u) 
” 
leads to the system of inequalities (called quasi-variational inequalities) 
(cf. A Bensoussan and J. L. Lions [3]) 
max(d’u’+cd-f’, d-h&)=0 on Q, l<l<L 
( ad max -, av, u’-A4Lj =o 1 
(1) 
on ai-2, 
where L is the number of processes, and 
g = (2.41, . ..) u”) 
Mg = k + o j:f L u’(x), k>O 
. . 
and .Q is the set of values of the diffusion processes with boundary asi, and 
A’ is the elliptic second order operator associated to the diffusion process 
number 1. 
When one considers the same control problem for a family of diffusion 
process with jumps, A’ contains a non-local (integral) term in addition to 
the second order part. 
An existence theory for (l)-(2) with Dirichlet condition may be found 
in L. C. Evans and A. Friedman [lo] and, even for general f ‘, a solution 
of (l)-(2) may be obtained through an iterative process described in 
A. Bensoussan and J. L. Lions [S, 61. 
In this paper, we are interested in the limit of u solution of (l), (2) as 
CI goes to zero. As usual in control theory, the asymptotic behavior of CLU 
409.:147:2-14 
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is related to the optimal ergodic cost. We refer the interested reader to 
A. Bensoussan [2], J. M. Lasry [ 151, M. Robin [21], and L. Stettner [22] 
for a probabilistic approach. Our method relies mainly on some kind of 
isoperimetric inequalities for problems with mixed boundary conditions 
(Neumann-Dirichlet) which provides L” bounds on the solution of an 
elliptic second order equation, as in Talenti [23]. 
Other related works on PDE methods appeared in [ 1, 8, 17, 19, 201. 
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section we 
introduce some notations and state our main results. The second section is 
devoted to the existence of a variational solution of (l)(2). We prove a 
priori estimates for u in Section III and study the limit behaviour when r 
goes to zero. We study the uniqueness for the limit equation in the fourth 
section. Finally, in Section V we extend our results to the case of diffusion 
processes with jumps, i.e., when the differential operator in (1) contains an 
integral part. 
Finally, let us emphasize that the method developed below can be 
applied to much more general situations that the one described here. In 
particular, it seems possible to use it for any problem of impulse type, at 
least for any problem where L” estimates are sufficient to conclude. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q be a bounded domain in [W’“, with a smooth boundary an. Let a& 
af be functions defined on Q such that, for 1 d 1 d L, 
a:;(x) = a:,(x), (3) 
36E]O, 11, a:,!2 C’,6(W), afECO,‘(SZ), 1 <i,j<iV. (4) 
We define the operator A’ by 
and the normal derivatives on aQ by 
where n is the outward unit normal on %2 and xi is the ith coordinate. 
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Finally, the functions f’ satisfy 
~/EL*(Q), f’-eLPo(R), pO>N/2, l<l<L, (pO>l if N=l), (5) 
where f’-(x) = max(O, -f’(x)). 
With these assumptions on f’, the solution of (l), (2) is not clearly 
defined and we will use a variational formulation, namely 
a’(u’, w - 24’) + a(u’, w - 2.4’) > (f’, w - u’), (61, 
vz, w E H’(l2), w d Mg; U/E II’( u’< Mg, 
where the notations _u and h4_u are taken from the introduction and 
(7) 
(u, u) = ?*, uv dx. (8) 
We will call u = (24:, .. . ~4;) the solution of (6), and we will drop the index 
CI when the meaning is clear enough. 
We first state an existence result for (6),. The proof is given in Section II. 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (3), (4), (5), there exists a maximal 
solution to (6),. If f’E Lpo(Q), 1 < I< L, then u’, Vl, belongs to C’(Q) and 
u, is the unique bounded solution of (6),. 
Now, we are interested in the behaviour of a solution _u, as c( goes to 0. 
First, we need some notations and results from ergodic theory. In par- 
ticular, we need to define the ergodic measure associated with A’ [2,4, 73. 
We define the adjoint of A’ by 
If $ is a function defined on a, we will use the notation 
(PL) = G&Jo Icl(x)dx* 
Then, we have the 
(9) 
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LEMMA 1 [2, 41. Assuming (3)-(4), there exists one and on!,, one ,fiim- 
tion m’(x) such that 
A’*m’ = 0 
dm’ 
z + m’ C aI n,j,, = 0, 
/ I 
m’EH’(Q)nL”(Q), m’>m,>O, (m’)= 1 
(10) 
(in a variational sense, i.e., a’(& m’) = 0, ‘dd E H’(Q)). 
Our main results are the following 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions (3) to (5), %l, = cr(uhm’) is bounded, 
v: = ui - (ukm’) is bounded in H’(Q), and v:- is bounded in L”(Q). 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumption (3), (4) and f cLpo(Q), then vk is 
compact in Co(Q) and Af, converges to ;I E Iw and if vk, + v’ (in C’(D)-weak) 
for some ~1, + 0, then (_v, 2) solves 
Vl, l,<l<L, 3p’ER, a’(v’,w-v’)a(f’--I,w--v’) 
VWEH’(Q), w+p’<M(_v+p), v’EH’(Q)nC’(a), (11) 
v’+p’dM(_v+p) (v’m’)=O. 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions (3)-(4) andf E Lpo(Q), /z defined in 
Theorem 3 is unique and ,I< (m’f’). Let L = 2, ifA < (m’f’), I< I< 2, then 
the v’ are also unique, and the p’ are uniquely defined up to the addition of 
a constant. 
Remark 1. Setting u’ = v’ + p’, the problem (11) may be written, in an 
equivalent way, 
Vl, 1 < I< L, a’(u’, w - u’) 2 (f' - 1, w - u'), 
VW E H’(Q), w < Mu, U’E H’(Q) n Co@), u’< Mu, (12) 
C (u’m’) = 0. 
Indeed, we may choose the p’ such that C, p’= 0 and then (11) .gives (12). 
Theorem 4 states that, if A= (f ‘m’), (12) has a unique solution. 
Remark 2. If for some 1, A= (my’), the solution (111, A) of (12) (and 
thus the solution of (11)) may fail to be unique. Consider, for example, 
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L = 2, and choose any A’ and f’ such that (f ‘ml ) = (f ‘m2 ) = A. Then, if 
U’ is the solution of 
ad 
A/u’= f/-n. $=O, on asz, (u/m’) = 0, 
then u’ - C, u2 + C is a solution of (12) for any C small enough provided 
k is chosen large enough. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. We start with the construction of 
a maximal solution with the help of an iterative process. Then, we prove 
the uniqueness if f’ E Lpo. 
1. Existence of a Maximal Solution 
Following [3], we consider the iterative scheme 
A’u;+au:,=f’, $=O on ai-2, 1 d!dL, (13) 
/ 
max(A’uf,+auf,-f’, ~f,-Mu,_~)=0, 
ad n- 
ah 
-0 on as2, 1<16L. 
(14) 
A correct formulation of this equation is a variational one since u’, E H’(Q) 
but we prefer to write it as (14) for the sake of simplicity. 
From [S, 61, we know that (14) has a solution of, E H’(Q) and that, for 
any I, of, is non-increasing with n. We may obtain a subsolution of (14) as 
in [ 181 by considering the solution w’, (for M large enough) of 
A’wk + aw’, = -max(M, f’-), dw:,=O - 
ah 
0n X2, 1~16L. (15) 
Indeed, assumption (5) shows that M = max(M, f ‘- ) goes to 0 as M goes 
to infinity. Thus,. by classical estimates, 
<Cllmax(M, f’-)-M1I,, M 0. 
Thus, for M large enough , we have 
w’,<k+w’;, VI’ 
(16) 
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(choose M such that for any 1, the r.h.s. of (16) is less that k). With 
this choice, PV’~ is a subsolution of ( 14) for any n by an easy induction 
argument, i.e., for some M, 
(17) 
Therefore, the sequence UL converges in L*(Q) to some U’E H’(use 
w= --M/U in the variational formulation of (14) to get H’ estimates). 
Since Mu, is non-increasing it is easy to go to the limit and to obtain a 
solution of (6),. It is the maximal solution since any other solution is less 
than u,, and by induction less than any u,, (we say that g is less than g if 
u’< vi, Vl). 
2. Uniqueness for f' E LpO 
Here, we use the argument developed by B. Hanouzet and J. L. 
Joly [ 141. Since f’e Lpo(Q), we can see that each of, and Mu, belongs to 
C’(Q). The argument of [12] proves that ~1, converges uniformly. Thus it 
is enough to show the 
LEMMA 2. Let I$‘, $‘E L’(Q) and u’ satisfy 
VI, 1 6 I < L, a’(u’, w - u’) + cr(u’, w - 24’) 2 (f’, w - u’), 
VWEH’(l2), wa4(j; U’EH’(O), u<MqfJ 
(18) 
(resp. let v’ satisfy (18) for 4’ replaced by II/‘) and assume that u’ - v’ < t)u’ 
for some 8 E [0, 11, then u’ - vi < t$‘, where 0 < ,a < 1 is a given constant. 
This lemma concludes the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed, for two bounded 
solutions u’, v’ of (6), , one has (adding a constant so that u’ 2 0, v’ 2 0) 
U’-V’ql”U’~O when n-, +co, 
and the uniqueness is proved. In the same way, one proves that the uk 
defined by (14) converge uniformly and thus the solution to (6), belongs 
to C”(d). 
Let us prove Lemma 2 (the proof is very close to the one in [14]). With 
the assumption of Lemma 2, we have 
(i-e)MQ)+ekaq. 
Thus, if we consider the solution w’ of 
dW’ 
max(A'w'+aw'-f',w'-k)=O, av,=O on asz, (19) 
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we obtain that (1 - 0) U’ + Bw’ is a subsolution of (18) for the obstacle Mrj 
instead of Mqk Hence, 
(1-8)u’+8w’du’. 
Since we have added a constant to u’, v’, and f’ we may assume that w’ is 
positive, thus for some 0 <p < 1 
and so 
(l-0)u’<u’-0/M’, 
and Lemma 2 is proved. 
Remark. The same lemma allows one to compare two solutions u’, o’ 
which are bounded from below with U’ satisfying (6), with f’~ Lpo and u’ 
satisfying (6), with f’ as in (5). Thus, it proves that, with assumption (5), 
(6), has a maximal solution among functions in H’(Q) which are bounded 
from below. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Our proof of Theorem 2 relies on ideas similar to those of [IS] and on 
the L” estimates obtained by the method of [23]. 
We define, as in the statement of Theorem 2, 
Al, = cc(ul,m’>, 
vf,=ui-(u(lm'). 
First, let us give an estimate for Ai. We have, using (17), 
therefore 
-Md?.‘,<a(u~m’)= (f/m'). 
Next we prove uniform estimates on u’, in H’. 
Consider the index 1, such that 
min infess ‘c 24: = infess, ~2 = m,, 
/ 
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and consider the set 
E= {x/u”;,(x)<m,i-k}. 
We will prove that 
meas( E) 3 fi > 0, for some p independent of r. 
For this purpose, we need a lemma. 
(201 
LEMMA 3. Let ,u(t) = meas{ u: 6 t }, then for t < m, + k we have 
, ,“<,) IVu$l’dxd CAt)l’qo> 
IU, ’ 
with l/p0 + l/q, = 1 and C independent of a. 
In the following we use u in place of r.4: to simplify the notations. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let t < m, + k, and the function 
w=u+e(u-tt)- rn’” 
satisfies, for 1~1 small enough, 
W< 
U<MU on {u>t} 
t$Ekmio<k+m, on (u<t}. 
Hence, w is an admissible test function in (6), and we obtain (choosing E 
positive and negative successively) 
-a$)m’U$(u-t)p dx= (f’“-au)m’o(u-t)~dx, 
I I 
but, 
1 dx=O 
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(using the equation which defines m’). Thus, we have 
{U<f} 
m’%z$~~dx= -~D(f’a-au)m”(u-t)~ dx, 
1 J 
and for h > 0, small enough, there exists y > 0 such that 
06 s 
au au 
m’aa!? - - dx 
(t<u<r+h} q dxiaxj 
= - (f”-w)mro[(u-t-h)p -(u--t)-] dx, 
s 
d s (u~ri (~u--f’O)m’0+ j (f’” - au) ma(u - t - h) dx. {rcu<r+h} 
Dividing by h, we obtain, for a.e.t., 
by Holder inequality. This proves Lemma 3. 
Now, let us go back to the proof of Theorem 2. 
We recall the Fleming and Rishel formula [ 111: 
~Cmin{meas({u~t}),meas((u~t}C))(N-l)/N 
= ~~(t)(“- 1)/N for a.e.t. 
(P, denotes De Giorgi’s perimeter relatively to Q). 
Since we have 
[Vu1 dx 
Lemma 3 shows that (dividing the above inequalities by h2) 
~(t)2’N~~1)‘N~C~‘(t)~(t)1’~o, 
P’(l) 2 CAtY’ a.e.t., 1;,22-L<1 
N PO . 
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Finally, (20) is proved since this gives 
meas = ~(m, + k) < C( 1 - ;I)’ (’ :‘. 
Using (20) we conclude the proof of the estimate of c$ in H’. Choosing 
w=uf-(z&m,) M’O in (6),, we obtain, following the same computation 
as in [4], 
and by Poincare-Wirtinger inequality 
JJ~~ll~~~CCI(~~Jl~2+Clrnin 021. (21) 
From the definition of v:, (20) shows that v: < min v: + k on E and thus 
Hence, we have proved that 
and thus the estimate in L* is proved, and with the above inequalities the 
estimate in H’ and L” for v: are proved. 
Now, we deduce from the first step the estimates for every 1. First, we 
consider <uhm’ ). We have, for any I, 
therefore 
min 0: + (u~m”) = <uhm’> d C + ( u:mio) (22) 
and, for some constants C, , Cz, 
cxC*+1~,<i~<crC,+IZfP. (23) 
Finally, the estimates on vf, are clear since 
v? < k + v’, + (uhm’> - (uzm”> VI, 
and since v$ and (uhm’)-(u~m’“) are bounded, vk is also bounded 
from below and the same argument as the one used for vip shows that II: 
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is bounded in H’(Q) for any 1, 16 1 <L. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
We assume now that f~ Lpo(Q) and we prove L” estimates on v’,. We 
write (6), as 
Vl, 1 <l<L, a’(v[,, w-vv/,)+(v’,, w-v’,)>(gl,, w-v;, 
(24) 
VW E H’, w+&-W_~,+p,), vl,+ off’, v’,+/.(WM(_v,+pJ, 
where PLY, = (u’,m’) and g’, =f’- lb’, + (1 -a) v’, is bounded in L2. Thus we 
have v’,<z’,, where z’, is the solution of 
A/z’, + z’, = g’,, 
aZ; 
-0 
zJ/- 
on asz. 
zi is bounded in H’ and thus in L 2Nl(N-2), therefore v’, is also bounded in 
L2N’(N-2) (recall that vh is bounded from below). If N= 2, the L” estimate 
is proved. If N> 2, we have obtained that g’, is bounded in LZNIcN- 2’ 
and z’, is bounded in LPI(Q) for some pi > 2N/(N- 2). By a bootstrap 
argument, we obtain the L” bound in a finite number of steps. 
The compactness in Co(Q), as the above argument, is a variant of 
P. L. Lions and B. Perthame [18] and we refer the reader to that paper 
for the proof. 
Finally, the limit, after extraction of a subsequence, follows from classical 
arguments and we also skip it. Let us only point out that Al, converges to 
the same 1, VI, because of (23) and from the uniqueness of J. which is 
proved below : 
We now prove the uniqueness of Jb in (11). We use the formulation (12) 
of (11) and consider two solutions u’, z’ for two constants ;1, p. Again, we 
reproduce the proof of [18]. Using a strong formulation to simplify the 
notations, we have 
max( A’u’ + EU’ - (f’ - A + eu’), d - k - Mu) = 0 
max($u’-Mu)=0 0n 852, 
max(A’z’+cz’-((f’--++z’),z’-/c--Mg)=O 
max($,z’-Mg)=O 0n &2. 
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If, for example, 3. <p, we may choose E>O small enough so that 
2 - Ed < p - EZ’ and by a comparison principle (analogous to uniqueness in 
Theorem 1 since this problem is no longer ergodic) we obtain zJ>z’ V/. 
Since x, (u'm') = 0 and El (z'm') = 0, we obtain a contradiction proving 
the uniqueness of i.. 
Using again the formulation (12), we now prove the uniqueness of (u’) 
if (f'm') # A and L = 2. We want a uniqueness result in the class 
H1 n C”(d). We may consider two solutions of (12), v’ and IV’, and we may 
set 
Ina,” (I/- w’) = (u’” - wI”)(xo). 
Choosing I, such that w’~(x,,)= k+ w”(xo) (the case EJ’~(x,,)<M~(x,) is 
simpler), we have 
and also 
(?I” - w/q(x,) 6 rna;x(u’- w’)(x,), 
In”” (zl- w’)(x) 6 (u” - w’l)(x,), 
z 
moreover 
w”(X) < Mt$. 
Then, following [lS] (we skip the details, which may be found in this 
reference), there exists a neighbourhood G of x0 in 52 such that 
A”(d-w”)<O in G, 
and the strong maximum principle show that 
v/1 - u”l = c 
0 on G. 
Then, se define the closed set 
Q = i”‘yx, to’- w’)(x) = Co 1, 
and by the above argument Q is also an open set, therefore Q = 0. 
If there exist two non-empty open sets G’, G2, such that 
II’-w’=co on G’, I= 1,2, (26) 
then, setting 
q+=u’=w’+c on aG’, z’= co + WLIf2\@, _vi= UIJn,G’, 
$‘= z’= v’ on Gi, 
(27) 
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z’ and u’ are variational solutions of (with the convention u3 = ul, z3 = z’) 
Ah’< f'-2 on Q\G’, 
d<k+d+’ on Q\(G’u G’+l), 
&II/’ on G’\G’+ ‘, 
ad 
iG/=O on aqaG/, 
(28 1 
u’ = (p’ on LJG’. 
This problem is a quasi-variational inequality with boundary conditions of 
mixed DirichlettNeumann type and thus has a unique solution (by an 
extension of the Hanouzet-Joly argument). Thus, the uniqueness of the 
solution of (12) is proved in this case (we have z’ = _o’, hence u’ = w’ + CO 
and the condition on the averages (w/m’) gives the conclusion). 
Now, if (26) does not hold, we have, for example, 
max(u’-w/)-u’-w’>u*-w* on Q 
’ 
and as before, we see that 
w’<k+My on Sz, 
and thus 
contradicting the assumption in Theorem 4. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
V. TI-E CASE OF REFLECTED DIFFUSION WITH JUMPS 
In this section, we are going to show briefly how the method of Sec- 
tions I and III can be extended to reflected iffusion with jumps, namely to 
the case of operators B’ defined by 
B’u = A’u - Z’u, 
where A’ is defined in Section I and 
(29) 
I’u = s C@+ Y’(X, 5)) - @)I B’k 5) n(e). E (30) 
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In (30) rc( .) is a a-finite measure on a measurable space (6 F), and rt and 
the coefficients >I’, 8’ are assumed to satisfy the following conditions for 
some0<6<1: 
VI, 0 < 1 <L, y/(x, 0, b’(x, 0 are continuously differentiable 
for x in !2, uniformly w.r.t. 4 and F-measurable for 5 in E, 
and there exists an F-measurable function ~“(5) and a 
constant C such that 
0 < lY(X, 0 6 1, 
IYk 5)-W, l)I 6Yo(t)Ix-x’l” 
Iv& <)-VP@', 01 <C/x-x'l", 'ix, x'EQ, V~EE, 
s Y,(5) 44 G c E 
(where the index I is implicit) (31) 
there exists a constant A4 such that 
lx--‘I <MIX-x’+t[y(x, 5)-)4x’, 011, Vx, x'EQ, GEE, TV [O, l] 
(32) 
for every (x, 5) in D x E such that /?(x, <) # 0, 
the segment [x, x+y(x, r)] lays in 52. (33) 
Finally, we still assume conditions (3), (4) of Section I. 
It is easy to see that the bilinear form 
b’(u, 0) = u’(u, v) - (Z’u, u) (34) 
is defined for U, v E H’(O). Then, we consider the Q.V.I. 
Vl, 1 df<L, b'(u', w-u')+a(u', w-U')>(f', w-u') 
VW E H'(Q), w + p d M_u, U/E H'(Q), u'+ <Mfd, 
where f' still satisfies (5). 
(35) 
Then, Theorem 1 is still valid for (35) using [S, 63 and [12]. 
The second step is to deal with the invariant density measure for the 
semigroup corresponding to the operator B'. For this purpose let us define 
the equation 
b'(c+$ m') = 0, Vq5EfP(Q) 
m’e H’(Q) n L"(O), y'>O, (m’) = 1. 
(36) 
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THEOREM 5. Under assumptions (3), (4), (31~(34), (36) has a unique 
solution. 
This result is a consequence of M. G. Garroni and J. L. Menaldi [ 131 
where the existence of a unique density measure mr for the semigroup 
generated by B’ is shown (in CY, 0 < y < l), under assumptions less 
restrictive than ours. Indeed since 6( ., .) + c(( ., .) is coercive, we may solve 
(dropping the index 1) 
Choosing any smooth function f and defining (@ denotes the semigroup 
generated by B) 
f$=eP”‘@(t)f, (38) 
4 belongs to the domain of B in L*(Q) and 
e-*‘@(t)f=f- li e -““(B@(s)f+ a@(s)f) ds, 
on the other hand, (37) may be written 
i ti(Bd + ad) dx = (am, cj), 
i.e., 
s tieC”“(B@(s) + a@(s)) f dx = (am, eP”“@(s)f), 
and integrating between 0 and t, we get 
s I 
1 
tii e 
0 
-*“((B@(s) + a@(s))fds) dx = ji e-““(m, f ) ds 
= (1 - eC”‘)(m, f). 
We may now send t to + cc and we obtain 
s I 
tif= mf for any smoothf, 
(39) 
therefore ti = m and thus m is a solution of (37). 
We may now state our result for a diffusion with jumps. 
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THEOREM 6. Under ussumptions (3), (4), (31 )-( 34) andj’e Lml(Q), then, 
extracting subsequences, we have, as 2 + 0, 
if, = a( ul,ml ) converges to some A E R, 
v’, = u/, - (z&m’) converges in Co(a) and weakly in H’(Q) to some g, 
VI, 1 Q 1~ L, 3p’~ R, b’(v’, w - u’) 3 (,f’- I, MI - v’) 
VW E H’(Q), w + p’< M(_o + p), V’E H’(Q) n Co@), 
u’ + p’ < M(_v + p), (v’/l’ > = 0. 
(40) 
Again, a formulation similar to (12) could be given for (40). 
Proof: Actually, analysing the proof of Theorems 2 and 3, the only 
thing to be checked is the extension of Lemma 3 to the case of operator B’, 
and also the extension of the estimate (21). 
With the same notations as in Section II, we have to show that (where 
we have dropped the indices I, and CI) 
(41) 
with C independent of ~1. 
w=u+E(u-tt)- m 
is an admissible test function for (35) (notice that both u and m are in 
H’(Q)n L”(Q) so that (u- t)-m is in H’(Q)). Then, taking, +E and --E 
sucessively and using (36) we obtain 
m,..~%?!?a,,~(u~t)- 
q axfax, ax, v axj 
- 5 a,mg.(u-t)- dx+j (Zu)m(u-t)-dx R R 
= -1 m(f -cru)(u- t)- dx. 
n 
But (pointwise) 
(42) 
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and for arbitrary w, 
Z(w) w- =w~-r(w+)+((w-)‘)+;j~ cw-(x+Y(x, 5))-wq~)lZ 
t 
x m, 4) 44 ). 
Therefore 
Z(w) w- = -;z((w-)‘)+z(w), Z(w)>O. (43) 
Using (43) and (36) in (42) we get 
I au au 1 a,--dx+2h(((u-t)-)2,m)+ axi ax, I Z(u-t)mdx {U<r) D 
= - s R (f-cw)m(u-t)- dx, 
but, by (36), h(((~-t)-)~, m)=O, so that 
s 
au au 
ma..--dx+ I “ax;ax, n Z(u - t)m dx {u<r) 
= - 
I 
R (f- CIU) m(u - t)- dx. 
Now, by elementary calculations, we can show that 
Z(u-t-h)-Z(u-t)>O. 
Therefore, taking (44) for t + h and t, we obtain 
06 s ma..**& (r<u<r+h) '1 axiax, 
hence 
d - (f-au)m[(u-t-h)p(u-t)p] dx, I 
W,s IVu12dx<h j (cm -f)m dx (r<usr+h) (u<rl 
+ s 
(f-cw)m(u-f-h)dx. 
{t<u<t+h) 
(44) 
Dividing by h, one has the formula (41), and the end of the proof of 
Theorem 6 is similar to the one of Theorem 3. 
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